
Info-Service   DEKA-PermGlitter 
Top Quality Glitter Paint for Fabric 

 
DEKA-PermGlitter fabric paint for painting and printing fantastic glittering effects on light and dark fabric. With DEKA-PermGlitter 

you can decorate everything from T-shirts and sweatshirts to curtains. Virtually anything made of fabric can be made more colourful and 

sparkling. 

 
Features: 

Soft - opaque - nonfading - machine washable at 30°C, delicate cycle - exciting sparkling shades - shades are all mixable - and 

waterbased, of course! 

 
Directions: 

Stir DEKA-PermGlitter well before using. Be sure to wash or dry clean all fabric before painting to remove sizing, fabric softener, 

etc. In order to completely remove sizing, DEKA-TextilFit is recommended. Since the paint may go through the fabric, use a 

piece of cardboard as a backing (for example, when painting shirts, insert the cardboard between the front and back of the 

shirt). Using a soft brush, apply DEKA-PermGlitter generously on the fabric spreading the glitter particles evenly. Avoid applying 

several layers of the paint, since this reduces its washfastness. It is advisable to test and wash the paint on a sample of the 

intended fabric, since all fabrics have individual characteristics. 

Brushes, stencils and other tools should be washed out with cold water immediately after use. After the painting has dried, the 

fabric should be ironed on the reverse side for approximately 3 minutes at a temperature suited to the fabric. This process sets 

the paint and leaves the painted fabric especially soft to the touch. To best maintain the glitter, wash at a delicate cycle up to 

30°C with a detergent for fine clothes. 

Accidental spots of DEKA-PermGlitter (even if not heatset) are permanent and cannot be removed. 

Wonderful fabric projects can be created using any of the paints in the DEKA fabric paint collection together with DEKA- 

PermGlitter. Be aware that each type of paint can only be mixed with other colours of the same type (i. e. DEKA-PermGlitter 

with DEKA-PermGlitter, but not DEKA-Permanent with DEKA-PermGlitter). However, DEKA fabric paints may be used side by 

side on your projects. 

 
DEKA paints and dyes have represented excellent quality in the hobby and craft field for more than 90 years. The reason this 

level has been maintained for so long can be attributed directly to intensive laboratory research. Thanks to our international 

experience and expertise, DEKA paints are always produced utilizing the newest standards in chemical technology. The careful 

choice of raw materials has allowed us to combine top quality with progressive environmental consciousness. More than 60 

years ago, DEKA was considered a forerunner by creating waterbased paints for textiles. 

 
Packaging: 25 ml 

 

24-07 Golden Yellow Glitter 24-49 Blue Glitter 24-82 Copper Glitter 

24-15 Red Glitter 24-58 Turquoise Glitter 24-90 Black Glitter 

24-29 Pink Glitter 24-62 Light Green Glitter 24-96 Silver Glitter 

24-39 Violet Glitter 24-64 Green Glitter 24-98 Confetti Glitter 

 
We guarantee the consistent top quality of our paints. However, we cannot guarantee the results obtained by their use, due to 

differences in individual application and workmanship. 

Not a toy 
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